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There’s something special about the animals in the zoo and how
they have fun in their very own way. Through entertaining text, authors Troy and Barb Muilenburg share some little known facts while
capturing those funny little habits and playful ways of the zoo animals. Through vibrant colors, the illustrator, Len DiSalvo captures
the animal families in their habitat displaying fun and often silly actions.  This engaging book for children and adults gives the reader
a chance to see how being silly and having a good laugh at the zoo
can turn just another day into a day to cherish and remember. Fun
Facts, native locations, plus creative activity section delivers a valuable book for classroom and home to continue the learning in fun
and interactive ways.

Mommy Loves Baby

This baby board book presents an easy way of sharing a beautiful
time with little ones.   Author Troy Muilenburg has created a lullaby that sets the mood to comfort and strengthen the bond. These
simple, flowing words can be spoken or can be put to music on the
page. With lively animal illustrations, this interactive opportunity
engages adults and children together.
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This sturdy board book is easy for little hands to hold while flipping
through the artful vibrant animal family pages. Andrea Dickkut, the
talented illustrator has amazingly captured the animals showing
love and affection in their natural habitat. Together the author and
illustrator demonstrate how animals, like humans show affection toward one another. The addition of 9 black and white sketches and
9 finished colored pictures are displayed at the end of the book to
build cognitive skills.

Authors Troy and Barb Muilenburg share creative ways to

bring families closer together through children’s books about animal families. When they blended their families, they were able to
share their experiences on how each parent used books to educate their children. Now together, they can make a difference in
the world, by creating whimsical and playful books for children
that combine beautiful illustrations   and creative text about animal families. Their goal is to offer books that not only develop a
bond between the parent and child, but that inspire a child’s imagination, and educate children in way that makes reading not only fun
but informative.

“The rollicking, rhyming pattern makes this a delightfully engaging book for
readers of all ages. It’s valuable for the classroom and home with the animal
fun facts & activities that extend the learning”
                     — Beth Evans, Reading & Elementary Language Arts
Curriculum Specialist Davenport Schools
“Silly Zoo is darling.   Great facts. Great
rhyming.   Sweet togetherness with animal
families. And the authors really get the
humor of my 5 year old students. We are
going to the zoo soon and then will be writing animal reports afterwards. This book will
be a great ‘research’ book.”
                              — Peggy Albertine,
Kindergarten teacher 30+ years
Portland Oregon

Elephants hold each other’s trunks when they greet a friend.
The babies grab on trunk-to-tail and follow end after end.

And when they play in water they use their trunks to spray.
Silly spraying elephant is all I can say.

“Silly Zoo is the perfect book to read with
that special little one snuggled on your lap. The illustrations are captivating.
They draw the eye and inspire the imagination. The rhyming verse on each
page is funny, yet teaches something vital about each animal. This book is a
brilliant and charming combination of fun and facts!   
                           —Lisa Kay Hauser, National Award-Winning
Children’s Author
“Mommy Loves Baby is a delightful children’s
book that combines charming story with
charming lullaby. Fully illustrated and appropriate for ages 0-3, it is sure to strengthen the bond between parent and child
through the example of animal mom and
animal baby.”
                 — Claudine Wolk, It Gets Easier
and Other Lies We Tell New Mothers
or www.help4newmoms.com

Mommy loves baby,
and baby loves mommy.

Tiger

“Mommy Loves Baby is such a charming
book! My grandson and I enjoy the beautiful and expressive drawings and the
sweet lullaby. We are practicing the names of the animals from the drawings
and we use the pictures in the back to play ‘match the animals.’  This book has
become one of our daily ‘must reads’!                                    
— Anita Jones, grandmother
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